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GraalVM Native Image [1] is a technology that enables ahead-of-time (AOT) 

compilation of Java applications. AOT compilation can reduce startup times and 

memory footprint significantly [2], allowing Java to be used in cloud functions and 

other setups that are usually dominated by static languages. On the one hand, this 

allows developers to use a high-level dynamic language for development. On the 

other hand, AOT compilation requires additional information about reflection and 

other dynamic mechanisms. While some of this additional information can be 

determined by the AOT analysis automatically, a manual configuration on the side of 

the developer is still required in some cases. Misconfiguration, however, can bloat the 

file size of AOT executables unnecessarily and can even lead to misbehavior and 

crashes at run-time. 

In this project, we will explore tool support for GraalVM Native Image. The goal is to 

investigate tooling ideas and build prototypes that help developers in building AOT 

executables with GraalVM Native Image that are small, fast, and reliable. Students 

should be familiar with the Java programming language and interested in tool 

development and program analysis. 

 
Possible tooling ideas that could be explored as part of this master’s project include: 

- A visualization tool for the points-to analysis [3] performed by GraalVM Native 

Image, allowing developers to understand dependencies within their applications 

interactively 

- An implementation of the language server protocol (LSP) [4] that supports 

developers with immediate feedback from the points-to analysis and other aspects of 

GraalVM Native Image 
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